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Consulate Report for 

Tokyo, Japan 
(As reported to the Isaac Brock Society - Liberty and Justice for all US Persons Abroad) 

 
 

Request: Nov 2011 

1st appointment: Dec 2011 
2nd appointment: Feb 2012 
CLN date: Mar 2012 
 

1. The CLN reason says “willfully committed and officially reported an expatriating 
act [swearing allegiance to another country's constitution/government] with the 
intention of losing citizenship” (paraphrasing, as I don’t have it in front of me right 

now; I keep it in a safe place with other important papers like my will etc). 
2. I was not charged $450, it was free. And it’s free for all people that do this as part 
of their Japanese naturalization process as the above is not considered to be 
“renouncing.” 

3. Japan is a country that requires the renunciation/abandonment/relinquishment of 
all other nationalities as a condition for naturalization. For Americans this must be 
done within two years after Japanese citizenship is approved. 

4. The U.S. process is unique in this aspect (re Japanese naturalization) in that for 
most countries, you get rid of your previous nationalities just before to proceeding 
with acquiring Japanese nationality. 
5. The first interview is basically an bunch of questions trying to determine if you 

know what you’re doing, understand the ramifications (explaining all the things you 
won’t be able to do anymore), making sure you’re not being coerced or forced to do 
it, and being provided with the forms and paperwork (mostly printed from the 
state.gov website). The second interview was returning and reviewing the completed 

paperwork, passport, and swearing in front of a consular officer that the information 
is true etc. 
 

One last thing: I did go to the embassy three times because the first time (interview 
“zero”) was to explain what I was trying to do. To get into the U.S. Embassy at 
Tokyo for a non-emergency, you need to make an appointment using their online 
web form / appointment system. (no well published phone number).   

 
So I clicked on/selected the closest thing: “passport services: other”. When I got to 
the embassy for interview #0, they explained that not just anybody at the embassy 

can do this procedure, so I’d have to make a special appointment using a non-listed 
phone number that they provided me to find a date that the officer was available. 
The hardest part of losing my U.S. nationality was making these appointments, and 
the official is apparently a busy man and only has a few days a month that he’s 

available. 
 
 
 

… continued 
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The reason I had two and a half appointments, I believe, is because:  

appointment #0 aka “request”: talked to low level embassy employee 
(“visa/birth/marriage recorder”. Not trained or authorized to do anything with 
renunciation etc.) 

appointment #1: slightly higher level person, reading from a script, with a supervisor 
to his left helping and guiding him 

final appointment #2: swearing and talking to and giving the paperwork directly to 
the foreign service officer for the U.S. Embassy at Tokyo.  

--- Eido, 2012.05 

 

 
 


